Keen to sit in (virtually) on this session led by @KTrebeck at #hpsymposium2023 - see also our preview for earlier info:

Announcement that @KTrebeck will be @AHPA_AU’s Thinker in Residence next year: here’s her bio/info/work #hpsymposium2023
@KTrebeck @AHPA_AU Wellbeing economies emerged in response to economic fundamentalism, so many policy decisions subordinated to building the economy, other things downplayed or positioned as in service to this goal: @KTrebeck #hpsymposium2023

"The economic system is not generating the lives people want for enough people & is pushing our planet beyond what we can handle," says @KTrebeck, reflecting on the 'fence/cliff' - we need ASAP to move towards an economy in service of what we need cc @gedkearney #hpsymposium2023

@KTrebeck @gedkearney On wellbeing, we're talking 2SCs - survival and coping versus systems change, the latter is what’s required - eg noting enormous spending eg on climate disasters/housing failures & cost of individualisation of what are bigger systemic problems: @KTrebeck #hpsymposium2023
@KTrebeck @gedkearney So how do we go about building an economic system that is in service of humanity and the planet? Good news is much work being done - @KTrebeck outlines the 4Ps: Purpose, Prevention, Pre-distribution, People-powered (more here)

The four P's of economic system change - Dumbo Feather
https://www.dumbofeather.com/articles/the-four-ps-of-economic-system-change/

@KTrebeck @gedkearney Pre-distribution- so hard in Australia to even have a convo about Stage 3 tax cuts, so we need to get in before, with market outcomes that deliver more equality from the beginning: eg worker coops, community wealth building, true cost accounting:
@KTrebeck #hpsymposium2023

@KTrebeck @gedkearney Would have been great if Treasury had spoken to people about what matters to them, versus just publishing on Measuring What Happens: @KTrebeck #hpsymposium2023 https://treasury.gov.au/policy-topics/measuring-what-matters
@KTrebeck @gedkearney This is what Scotland's done: @KTrebeck #hpsymposium2023

@KTrebeck @gedkearney Shoutout from @KTrebeck for SA's Economic Statement (also work being done in ACT, Vic, Tas) #hpsymposium2023:

We also want to start a new conversation about our economy. One where we are confident about our people, our businesses, and our place in the world. One where we care as much about the state our children and their children will inherit, as the headline statistics of today.

@KTrebeck @gedkearney Health community is already all over this, a ton of literature around system change, says @KTrebeck saying we need to act with patience, purpose, passion, refuse to stick with business as usual, see where own roles lie/offer influence #hpsymposium2023

@KTrebeck @gedkearney Hearing now at #hpsymposium2023 from Sally Fisher by the Real Deal coalition in Geelong - process aims to build power together, fostering collaboration vs competition
@KTrebeck @gedkearney Some of the issues raised by the Real Deal in Geelong.... #hpsymposium2023

**Stories about energy & economic justice:**

**Energy & Homes:**

"Energy bills in some places are higher in older homes. These appliances are expensive to run. Small, outdated hot water heaters cost between $200-$300 a week in energy bills. That’s absurd! I know one fellow who lives in a garage to avoid the energy bills”

"In our rental, two of the three bedrooms are uninhabitable during the peak of summer”

**Work:**

"There is a creeping disease where workers are not sure if they are employees or contract workers. I was advising an employer who was hiring recently and I described how he needed to ensure that he offered appropriate training for anyone commencing with his business. He said “no, they are just going to be like Uber drivers.”

@KTrebeck @gedkearney ... one of the solutions #hpsymposium2023
@KTrebeck @gedkearney Sarah Downie re the Shared Value project -- it’s aim is to rewire capitalism, can’t just be a systems tweak - need every business decision to contribute to betterment of society - this should be seen as astute, not sentimental #hpsymposium2023 sharedvalue.org.au

@KTrebeck @gedkearney Returning to work not currently regarded as a health outcome but it should be: Sarah Downie #hpsymposium2023

@KTrebeck @gedkearney Jane Pirouc, who is co-chair of @AHPA_AU student and early career practice group, talking re Connect program: aims to connect community to experts, avoid the Wild West that the health and wellbeing space can be, eg $150+ massage #hpsymposium2023

@KTrebeck @gedkearney @AHPA_AU . @RecoEco talking re the Castlemaine Institute, how Australia’s #Schools4ClimateAction movement emerged out of Castlemaine ("university town without a university"), and led to efforts by local govt for a truly new economic development strategy #hpsymposium2023
how wellbeing economy concepts/foundations been rapidly taken up in health sector:
synergies are largely self-evident but lot of documentation of values/principles that good to
check out: #hpsymposium2023

The Geneva Charter for Well-being builds on the Ottawa Charter for Health
Promotion and the legacy of nine global conferences on health promotion. It
highlights the need for global commitments to ac...
https://www.who.int/publications/m/item/the-geneva-charter-for-well-being

... but health promotion
community also needs to be part of a wider social movement..... where we’re discussing
wellbeing economyc not just at work but with neighbours, friends, families, in
neighbourhoods: to normalise/mainstream these ideas: Sindall #hpsymposium2023

Q: What do we do re
community fatigue, asking so much of them, especially in regional areas where people
already wear so many hats?

Sally Fisher says a challenge, will get harder with climate crisis, perhaps giving hope, solidarity, also opp for change....#hpsymposium2023

@KTrebeck @gedkearney @AHPA_AU @RecoEco @MonashMSDI Q: Did Scotland have backlash on wellbeing policies?

Yes, says @KTrebeck: Nicola Sturgeon amplified benefits with TedTalk, empowered public sector but backlash: we seeing govts scrapping previous advances, incl '15 minute cities' to a fearful degree:

Nicola Sturgeon: Why governments should prioritize well-being

In 2018, Scotland, Iceland and New Zealand established the network of Wellbeing Economy Governments to challenge the acceptance of GDP as the ultimate measure of a country's success. In this visionary talk, Nicola Sturgeon shares her vision for the future of government.

https://www.ted.com/talks/nicola_sturgeon_why_governments_should_prioritize_well...

@KTrebeck @gedkearney @AHPA_AU @RecoEco @MonashMSDI Onus is on wellbeing economy to build a groundswell, says @KTrebeck - see her previous speech:

#hpsymposium2023

Address to P4NE September 2023 gathering - Katherine Trebeck

https://katherinetrebeck.com/p4netalk/

@KTrebeck @gedkearney @AHPA_AU @RecoEco @MonashMSDI That's it for #hpsymposium2023: @Melinda_Edmunds reflects on some of the messages:

'Inequities in systems are built in by design, not accident'.
Importance of local solutions.
3Rs: Respect, relationships and reciprocity.
Be brave. Make space at table for Indigenous peoples
Infodemic is here and growing, need to build capacity to address mis/disinformation
Reflect on own privilege and power (think re how ethical is engagement)
Keep asking why until we get to the root causes.

#hpsymposium2023 #keymessages

Also the #hpsymposium2024 will be held in Canberra